
From: Rebecca Herbert- Lade 

To: Licensing 

28/08/2022 19:31:00 

 

For attention of the licensing team 

 

 

Regarding applications for premises licenses at the dye house and the mill experience shop and 

the Shrewsbury Flaxmill Maltings Cafe. 

 

I would like to object to the plans for the alcohol licensing for the Flaxmill buildings. I live in 

Marshalls Court and my home sits directly behind this building. We already endure lots of anti 

social behaviour from people walking home drunk from town. 

 

When I moved here in 2015 I had to inform the neighbourhood policing team of lots of incidents 

that were occurring. I then had to make contact with the council to ask if the street lighting could 

be kept on overnight due again to the anti social behaviour and concerns for the safety of our 

homes. We have also had to install cctv cameras on our property because of this. There is also a 

lot of drug activity that takes place behind our property on and neighbouring the site of the new 

Flaxmill carpark. 

 

I believe the Flaxmill having an alcohol licence will only cause even more increased incidents 

and will affect the local residents including myself. If the site is kept open until late the noise we 

will have to endure will be unfair to the local residents living directly next to and behind the 

building. Our calls to the police will almost certainly have to increase to report drunk and disor-

derly leaving the site and causing disturbance. Our fears are that once given an alcohol license 

they will then apply for an entertainment licence which again cannot be allowed when this build-

ing is so close to surrounding homes. The carpark is not big enough to meet the Flaxmill build-

ings needs and we will end up with our road being blocked by visitors vehicles and the list goes 

on. 

 

The residents especially those of Marshalls Court have had to endure enough already, the whole 

project has destroyed any enjoyment of our homes please don’t let it continue further. 

 

Regards, 

 

Mrs Rebecca Herbert-Lade 

 

-- 

8 Marshalls Court 

Shrewsbury 

SY1 2HX 

 


